Some results of experimental research of low frequency gas dynamic pulsations in pipelines of compressor mounts
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Abstract. Experimental researches of characteristic of low frequency gas dynamic gas pressure pulsations and caused by it noise and vibration were carried out on experimental compressor mount and in real industrial conditions. Analysis of results of experimental researches was carried out. According to results of experimental researches for compressor mount both in laboratory and in industrial conditions the maximal values of gas pressure pulsations were observed on the main frequency of compressor operation. It was experimentally shown that gas pressure pulsations are making the main contribution into forming of low frequency sound and vibration of compressor mount.
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1. Introduction

Noise and vibration impact may cause not only human health problems, but also damage of equipment operation, pipelines destruction, damage of the tightness of seals in industrial conditions, which may cause many negative sequences [1-3, 5, 7]. Serious problem is low frequency noise and vibration reduction [3-5, 7-9].

Pipeline system of compressor mounts may be considered as elastic construction from the elements of different stiffness: straight sections of pipes, turns, armature, connected units, small technological devices, means of fixing pipelines etc. Such system may be considered as made up of individual sections because in it always elements are present (device supports, compressor body etc.) the rigidity of which is infinitely great and therefore it may be subdivided to the independent sections dynamically isolated from each other. The features of pipeline oscillations of these sections are different: straight-line pipelines under the influence of disturbing forces are performing bending vibrations, while flat and spatial are performing bending, torsional and longitudinal oscillations.

It should be noted that for compressor mounts excitation of vibrations to a large extend is occurs due to pulsating nature of the gas flow in pipelines and of oscillations of compressor body and the foundation caused by variable forces from the moving parts (piston, valves, forces from residual imbalance of rotating parts etc.).

According to opinion of many authors [2, 6, 7] low frequency gas dynamic pulsations of pressure and of velocity of gas flow in pipeline mains are often one of the main reasons of low frequency noise and vibration of compressor mounts. Value of amplitude of every harmonic component of pulsating gas flow is determined by pipeline system construction and dimensions, therefore during conducting measurements it should be taking into consideration peculiarities of construction of pipeline system and of kind of compressor mount.

In a meantime, it is important to give experimental confirmation of the assumption that gas pressure pulsations are making the main input to forming of low frequency noise and vibration of compressor mount.

Thus paper is devoted to experimental research of low frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations in pipeline of compressor mount and caused by it noise and vibration in laboratory and
industrial conditions.

2. Experimental research of low frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations in pipeline of compressor mount and caused by it noise and vibration in laboratory conditions

Experimental research of characteristic of low-frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations and caused by it noise and vibration were carried out by using of compressor mount installed in department of chemicals technology and industrial ecology of Samara State Technical University of Russia. The scheme of compressor mount is shown in Fig. 1. For measurements of gas dynamic pressure pulsations portable 4-40 channels analyzer of vibration, acoustic and tensor signals LMS SCADAS Mobile of production of “LMS International” company together with pulsations sensor of “PCB” company. For measurements of compressor noise and vibration sound level meter, vibration meter, spectrum analyzer ASSISTANT TOTAL was used.

Fig. 1. The scheme of compressor mount for research of characteristic of low-frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations: 1, 2 – compressors, 3, 4 – safety valves, 5, 6 – receivers, 7, 8 – pressure gauges, 9 – vent, 10, 11, 12, 13 – flanged connections

Main frequency of compressor operation is frequency 35 Hz. Discharge pressure was fixed by pressure gauges. In Fig. 2 spectral characteristic of low-frequency gas pressure pulsations measured on experimental compressor mount during discharge pressure value 2 atmospheres is shown.

Fig. 2. Spectral characteristic of low-frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations measured on experimental compressor mount during discharge pressure value 2 atmospheres
Also measurements of noise and vibration levels were carried out on experimental compressor mount. In Fig. 3 third-octave spectrum of sound pressure level is shown. In Fig. 4 octave spectrum of vibration acceleration level on pipeline of experimental compressor mount (direction \(X\)) is shown.

Analysis of results of experimental researches was carried out. According to results of experimental researches it is possible to conclude that:

– The main frequency of compressor operation is 31.5 Hz.
– For compressor mount for all measurements the maximal values of gas pressure pulsations were observed on the main frequency of compressor operation.
– Intensity of discrete components of gas pressure pulsations is depending on discharge pressure. The more high discharge pressure, the more amplitude of pulsations.
– The characteristic of pulsations is harmonic, amplitude of pulsations is increasing with increasing of discharge pressure.
– Analysis of octave and third octave spectra of vibration acceleration measured on pipeline of experimental compressor mount is showing that the maximal vibration levels are observed on the frequencies 31.5 Hz and 40 Hz. The same results were obtained during the measurements of sound pressure level on the same experimental compressor mount.

Earlier during the experiments on the same mount it was achieved that the maximal values of low frequency gas pressure pulsations are observed on the frequency 35 Hz. Thus, it was experimentally shown that gas pressure pulsations are making the main contribution into forming of low frequency sound and vibration of compressor mount.

3. Experimental research of low frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations in pipeline of compressor mount and caused by it noise and vibration in industrial conditions

In real industrial conditions in chemical enterprise “KuibyshevAzot”, Russia, acoustical and vibration characteristic of opposed piston compressor “Mannesmann – Meer” were done. General view of “Mannesmann – Meer” compressor mount in shop N4 of “KuibyshevAzot” public joint stock company is shown in Fig. 5.
Analysis of results of experimental researches was carried out. According to results of experimental researches it is possible to conclude, that maximal values of sound pressure level were measured in low frequency range. On the main frequency of compressor operation 125 Hz sound pressure level is maximal which is in correspondence with measurement results on the laboratory compressor mount.

4. Conclusions

According to results of experimental researches of low frequency gas dynamic pressure pulsations in pipeline of compressor mount and caused by it noise and vibration in laboratory conditions it is possible to conclude that:

– For compressor mount for all measurements the maximal values of gas pressure pulsations were observed on the main frequency of compressor operation.

– Analysis of octave and third octave spectra of vibration acceleration measured on pipeline of experimental compressor mount is showing that the maximal vibration levels are observed on the frequencies 31,5 Hz and 40 Hz. The same results were obtained during the measurements of sound pressure level on the same experimental compressor mount. Earlier during the experiments on the same mount it was achieved that the maximal values of low frequency gas pressure
pulsations are observed on the frequency 35 Hz. Thus, it was experimentally shown that gas pressure pulsations are making the main contribution into forming of low frequency sound and vibration of compressor mount.

According to results of experimental researches of acoustical characteristic of opposed piston compressor in real industrial conditions it is possible to conclude, that maximal values of sound pressure level were measured in low frequency range. On the main frequency of compressor operation 125 Hz sound pressure level is maximal.

The results of research will allow us develop efficient measures of reduction of low frequency gas pressure pulsations and caused by it noise and vibration of pipelines of compressor mounts. It may be reached in several ways: further development of efficient constructions of pressure pulsations dampers, active noise and vibration control devices, improvement of protection of compressor pipeline systems from vibration impact by using isolating mounts, monitoring of pulsations characteristic in compressor pipelines etc.
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